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ABSTRACT
Climate change adaptation being one of today’s main challenges on global agenda do affect people worldwide, but even though most decisions regarding climate change governance are made at the international or national level, the implementation of these decisions in most cases takes place at the local level. Municipal climate change adaptation research project in Latvia was carried out with special emphases on main stakeholder understanding, preparedness and communication factors using several complementary research methods – case study research in Salacgriva coastal municipality, sociological surveys with both Salacgriva town households / inhabitants (home visits / questionnaires) and also nation-wide municipal planners/ specialists survey (web based) in Latvia, as well as complementary interviews with various national agencies governance level experts. The comprehension and level of understanding of all sectors and necessary elements of complex municipal climate change governance development in Latvia is not sufficiently high neither for municipal planners/specialists nor for municipal (flood endangered) households, according to the needs of both those groups. There is in Latvia diverse and wide list of separately developed and already available instrument groups for municipal climate change governance (MCCG), especially, complementary communication instruments, as well as suffient enough number of instrument are in possession of the any particular municipality, but usage of them is quite limited by their type and range, and not complementary. Necessary is to change municipal project type thinking-working towards comprehensive planning / programming municipal development / support and pro-active communication and collaboration.
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Introduction

Impacts of climate change to a greater or lesser extent, are observed in all latitudes and in all sectors of the economy – there is a concern about loss of biodiversity, threats to human health, new pests in agriculture, unpredictable and drastic changes in weather conditions, natural disasters, and many other manifestations of climate change may lead to a large scaled economic and environmental damage with long-lasting and even irreversible consequences (IPCC, 2007; BACC, 2008; Hales, 2014; Aall, 2007 etc). There are numerous research institutions and programs in the world dealing with climate change and its governance, also communication issues. This scientific knowledge have been widely and successfully translated into climate change mitigation and adaptation policies at all governance levels from global to local, particularly in EU and USA, as well as further on have been developed diverse implementation projects to change situation and also to study from. Researchers and practitioners from different regions and countries are producing guidelines and recommendations also for local municipalities (e.g. Hales, 2014; Shaw, 2011; Haq, 2013).

Assessment of climate change for the Baltic Sea basin (as regional climate studies), done by BACC project author team, consisting of more than 80 scientists from 13 countries, offers also verdict conclusions, that the Baltic region climate has already started to change and region will become considerably warmer and wetter in some parts, but dryer in others (BACC, 2008) – this way also socio-economic and culture dimensions of sustainability will be facing serious changes. Also nature science researchers in Latvia are actively giving their contribution to this growing field of research both within national and international research programs (Klavins, 2010; Menzel, 2006 etc), and subsequently supporting related communication/dissemination and, particularly, the development of National climate change policy and related implementation and management programs/projects, being established within governmental sector for Environmental protection and regional development, but developing also more links to other governance sectors.

Climate change and alternative energy development issues are those ones of priority areas for next EU programming period in Latvia. In the same time, other branches of science in Latvia, besides nature science, and especially those of social sciences, have been definitely less involved into both climate change research and related policies development, what is unfortunately very much limiting cross-stakeholder’s, cross-sectorial and cross-level governance understanding of climate issues. During last 4–5 years this situation has been somewhat improved especially also at the municipal governance level, having various national/local top-down and bottom-up initiatives and international partnership impacts taking place, but MCCG steps are still mainly based on project development instruments and very limited range and type of other governance instruments employed (Ernsteins, 2010; 2012a,b).

Climate change adaptation aspects do affect people and in very diverse way in whatever local territory and municipality, but, particularly at the coastal ones. Climate change and sea level rise will not only increase the frequency and strength of flooding and erosion cases, but also influences different socio-economic changes, resulting particularly also into the significant increase in the size of endangered house property/belongings and the land property of the population in every particular coastal municipality (Bubeck, 2013; Ernsteins, 2014). Even main decisions regarding climate change governance are made at the international and/or national level, the implementation of these decisions more and more takes place and has to be taken at the local level, and also in Latvia.

The issue of this report is oriented towards still continuing start-up situation of municipal climate change governance (MCCG) development in Latvia, even real climate change aspects has been recognized here and numerous international experience is available around the nearby Nordic countries and further afield. The lack of related MCCG research and information (if not communication as best), from research institutions/government side, and lack of interest and understanding, from municipal governance side, forms the basic background (Ernsteins, 2012a, b) context of this research and development (R&D) project described. Research problem studied in Latvia could be characterized around yet generally missing MCCG process, structures and products – neither inter-sectorial target oriented and disciplinary ones nor cross-sectorially
integrated ones, both being necessary complementary and supported by whole range of implementation instruments in order to manage successful adaptive and collaborative MCCG (Ernsteins, 2012a; 2013).

For example, there could be discussed the gains received and eventually further decision making process planned and organized by the municipalities (also related to their utilities, but private companies are not included for this accountancy), when summarizing results of just one, the National Climate Change Financial instrument (CCFI), contribution to MCCG. During recent years CCFI framework has funded a number of programs targeted at the increase of energy efficiency and the use of renewable energy resources in municipal institutions – the total ex-ante CCFI support is about 100 mill EUR. It was expected that implementation of program projects would result into CO$_2$ savings of about 50 thousand tons per year, what is a quite a result for Latvia situation. Unfortunately, accordingly to former studies (Ernsteins, 2012b; 2008; 2010) climate change policy at the local level still is often seen only as a tool to obtain additional financial resources and also as best as international co-operation building tool.

However, the next step for municipal governance development (not only for MCCG) is to understand the climate change policy, first, as the need, and second, as the tool for the complex and integrated municipal development. Then next decisions waiting are to be on setting ambitious municipal development goals within climate change framework and mobilizing all type internal resources to achieve them, as well as to use effectively the existing opportunities and instruments, and, further on, to search for the development of the new forms of climate governance and very importantly also communication at the municipal level for all stakeholders and households particularly (Ernsteins, 2012a; 2013; 2008). Accordingly, the R&D project goal was to clarify the current period understanding of MCCG at both governance levels/components of municipality – municipal planners/administrators and local (coastal and real climate change effects influenced) population – as well as to elaborate suggestions for general municipal guidelines.

The main tasks for this R&D project subsequently were designed as follows: 1) Introductory summary on MCCG development in Latvia with emphasis on only municipal climate change adaptation strategy case in Salacgriva municipality; 2) Sociological survey with Salacgriva town households/inhabitants; 3) Nationwide municipal planners/specialists survey (web based) in Latvia; 4) Municipal indicators set for adaptation to climate change; 5) General recommendations for approaching MCCG in Latvia. This municipal climate change adaptation research project in Latvia was carried out with special emphases on main stakeholder understanding, preparedness and communication factors and using several complementary research methods – case study research, sociological surveys as well as complementary interviews with various national agencies’ governance level experts.

Department of Environmental management (DEM) at the Faculty of Economics and management University of Latvia (UL) has been organized in 1992 based on interdisciplinary understanding of environmental science, relately multidisciplinary staffed and developing environmental governance interdisciplinary research (e.g. governance of socio-ecological interaction systems), also working in the areas of climate change adaptation governance and communication research and integrated coastal and risk governance and communication research, esp. municipal/coastal environmental governance. This report is based on DEM municipal research and development projects (Ernsteins, 2006) realized during 2013 and being a complementary component of Climate change adaptation and coastal risk governance and communication R&D program started at DEM at 2009/2010 (Ernsteins, 2010; 2012a; 2014; Kalnina, 2013). Report results discussed here have been acquired realizing collaboration R&D projects between DEM and particular coastal municipalities and also supported by THESEUS and FOODWEB projects, being co-financed by European Union 7 RTD and INTERREG IV A 2007–2013 Programs, subsequently, but, the contents of this publication represent the views of the authors and the authorities are not responsible for the contents of this work.

Research methodology was based on the combined complementary set of methods and comprises qualitative and quantitative research, using:

1. Integrated case study research method in Salacgriva coastal municipality, incl. document analysis (analysis of planning and legislative documents, reports and other studies), interviews (in-depth interviews on MCCG at local level, e.g. implementation instruments, integration and stakeholder
group co-operation), questionnaires (express questionnaires with inhabitants and representatives of main stakeholders), observation in practice. Results were used also for designing and discussion of the complementary set of indicators prepared as per project task.

2. Sociological survey with Salacgrīva town households (inhabitants) being realized as home visits and first with introduction and spreading questionnaires, and, second, with collecting answer on the next evening. As target audience were chosen households (private home owners) located nearby coastal sea and Salaca river delta of Salacgrīva town, especially from town areas being split into eventual flood zones according to the different likelihood of the risk of flooding there (Ernšteins, 2014). Flood risk probability planning map was taken from the project BaltCICA “Climate Change: Impact, costs and adaptation in the Baltic Sea Region” published in 2012. Number of questionnaires spread was 200 – received from 130 households (respondents).

3. Nation-wide municipal planners/specialists survey (web based) in Latvia municipalities, as well as complementary interviews with various national agencies governance level experts. As target audience for survey were choosen employees of municipalities facing climate change issues as their office duties. Information/invitation e-mails were sent to all 110 local municipalities (except main towns) and respondents from 47 municipalities filled the web survey questionnairy.

1. Planning approaches applied for municipal climate change adaptation research

One of particularly important and affected interest areas for authors of the 3rd national assessment of climate change impacts in the United States were particularly rural communities (Hales, 2014). Authors do emphasize that climate changes in the timing of seasons, temperatures, precipitation etc. will severely impact rural communities since many of them are less diverse than urban areas in their economic sector zoning and also social sector planning, and, community stability will be under serious stress. There were proposed main key messages to be taken into account (in short) when planning for climate issues:

- rural communities are highly dependent upon natural resources for their livelihoods and social structures and progressing climate change related impacts will shift the locations where rural economic activities (like agriculture, forestry, and recreation) can thrive;
- rural communities face particular geographic and demographic obstacles in responding to and preparing for climate change risks;
- responding to additional challenges from climate change impacts will require significant adaptation within rural transportation and infrastructure systems, as well as health and emergency response systems;
- governments in rural communities have limited institutional capacity to respond to, plan for, and anticipate climate change impacts.

Next example to be taken into account comes from K. Waagsaether and G. Ziervogel, who were exploring science–management interface in South Africa, and especially in terms of the communication of climate change-related data from climate scientists to one particular stakeholder group as water resource managers (though could be also many several other groups mentioned quite similarly), revealing how continuous communication is necessary in order to help narrow the gap between such two groups. This is also necessary for offering guidance for planning and adaptation strategies and establishing a new form of management based on “learning to manage by managing to learn”. Authors do recomend also so called Climate change forum as a medium for communication necessary for the production of comprehensible, relevant and applicable climate data (Waagsaether, 2012).

Another piece of research related to MCCG developments has been done in UK (Shawn, 2011) and was aiming to critically review the concept of resilience and to assess how it might be used both to understand and to evaluate local government responses to climate change. Authors are emphasising the transformational view of resilience as “bouncing forward” and there are proposed ten particular features being a genuine op-
opportunities for resilient local government approach to mitigation and adaption to climate change: ambitious use of existing powers; responsiveness and flexibility; creativity and innovation; the learning organization; futurity planning; a strategic approach to risk; strong and visionary leadership; collaboration and coordination; empowering citizens to devise their own solutions and promoting environmental justice.

Other UK researchers (Haq, 2013) in their article on targeted social marketing approach for community pro-environmental behavioural change are reporting on the case of recruiting community teams from the municipal neighbourhoods and providing them with information, advice and mentoring on how to reduce their carbon footprint over a six-month period. As the result each participant achieved a mean reduction in their carbon footprint of 2.0 tonnes of CO₂/year, particularly successful change was achieved in the areas of shopping and home energy. Authors propose then also cost-effective model of community engagement: go beyond carbon; have a clear target; establish a baseline; get participants to pledge; use mentors and local champions; provide “foundation information”; outline a programme of activities; provide incentive; hold milestone events; provide feedback; reward success; follow-up. There is recommended to assess the “rebound effect” e.g. where economic savings achieved from reduced energy, car use and food has led to increased consumption in other aspects of life.

There are two more approaches/models to be mentioned, when preparing for MCCG research, even, generally speaking, they could be used for any other non-traditional and non-sectoral municipal governance development cases. During R&D projects in Latvia there has been realized main sustainable development (SD) principle applying both sectorial-dimensional analysis and especially very purposefully also their integration attempt with each of the three pillars of SD – i.e., natural environment, social environment (incl. culture environment etc) and economic environment. Our research approach priority always do include also the forth pillar – an additional and complementary research and planning/management area, being almost not recognized in planning processes in Latvia still and not sufficiently studied. This is governance environment (parvaldības vide – in Latvian), which is to be considered the unifying horizontal element encircling all the three vertical SD sectors and intentionally is to be the called “integrating medium” as well (Ernšteins, 2012a). Importantly is to recall, that this governance environment is to be managed in both complementary ways – directly as disciplinary (dimension) and integrative as obviously interlinked and deciding on to other three sustainability dimensions. This fourth dimension is crucial particularly for any cross- and inter-disciplinary municipal issues, eg. climate, risk etc, studied and decisions taken as this dimension do include such decision making components as the local administration structure and content, all interaction process for decision making preparation and taking, within particular administrative/working environment, and, as the result of all this mentioned, also all related municipal products and services being developed (Lontone, 2012; Ernšteins, 2012a).

Besides governance environment and collaboration communication model (communication as complementary use of instruments’ set as starting from information and education, and, concluding with participation and environmentally-friendly behaviour [Ernsteins, 2012a]) practice based concepts mandatory applied for R&D projects, there shall be emphasized also, so called, collaborative governance model (Ernšteins, 2008) being offered as a climate change adaptation governance framework model. The model is based on the concept that any sector or cross-sector governance must be implemented through integrative collaboration of all major its governance cycle components. This model as the minimum of necessary governance cycle components has been composed based on various known principles and approaches, and, consists of 5 main complementary and subordinate components: internal and external governance stakeholder groups mutual collaborative development; vertical and horizontal integrative thematic collaborative development; governance tools collaborative development; governance assessment (indicator top-down and bottom-up assessment) collaborative development; governance communication collaborative development.

2. Latvian municipalities and climate change mitigation/adaptation developments

Approaching general developments of MCCG in Latvia we shall look shortly into today’s situation and future challenges for Latvian municipalities in the frame of climate change mitigation/adaptation. Today
awareness of the importance of climate policy and its cross-border and international character is increasing among the municipal political leadership. E.g. 19 Latvian municipalities have signed the international Covenant of Mayors, however only 6 have developed requested/recommended Sustainable Energy Action Programmes (SEAP). Latvian Environmental Investment Fund has initiated project for methodological assistance of SEAP elaboration in 6 municipalities of the Latgale region (least developed region status). Climate change actions so far have often been carried out as isolated projects. To a large extent it was defined by the current national climate policy support system, which has been focused on particular project, not on comprehensive program support. Climate change policy is often seen as a tool to obtain additional financial resources as well as international co-operation building tool (Ernsteins, 2013). At national level, the financial support by National Climate Change Financial Instrument (CCFI) is provided for the CO$_2$ emission reduction projects and also for educational programs (also via EEA Grant Programmes).

As the first for future challenges shall be mentioned SEAP further development – process acceleration and increase in quality. Ambitiousness of CO$_2$ limitation in target setting is not to be stoped at the Covenant defined minimum of 20% vs. 1990, what in Latvian conditions, in fact, is met automatically. Next is establishing of SEAP methodically advisory centre on the national scale. Also establishing support for the implementation of complex municipal climate action programmes is to be mentioned. International donors are interested in CO$_2$ rather than adaptation and finding of financial instruments for the implementation of the adaptation measures. Questionable is the sustainability of the future financial support under the conditions of decreasing the CCFI funding capacity. Also very important shall be the effective use of the existing opportunities and search for the development of the new forms of climate communication at the municipal level (Ernsteins, 2013).

Empirical part of the research has been realized in Salacgriva municipality based on DEM municipal research and development project realized during 2013, being a complementary part of Climate change adaptation and coastal risk governance and communication R&D program started at DEM at 2009/2010. This is also one the most successful university-municipality collaboration cases on MCCG to be mentioned separately and it was started in 2010 as Salacgriva coastal municipality climate change adaptation research project. After initial fieldwoks compleated there, one of our project first spin-off recommendations for Salacgriva municipality was also to consider employment of the still new for Latvia, but eventually influential municipal environmental management instrument – environmental (green) declaration as formal municipal green work pledging as well as green public relations introduction. Thanks direct interest and dedication of municipality leadership in August 2010 the Council of the municipality has approved the Declaration of the Green Municipality – nationwide first guideline manifest for public and target groups’ and, as particularly stressed, for individual inhabitant’s involvement towards environmentally friendly municipal governance and management, also encountering all main MCCG sectors and instruments.

Collaboration project between the DEM and Salacgriva municipality in 2010–2011 concluded with elaboration of the climate change adaptation policy planning guidelines for Salacgriva coastal municipality. The main work directions recognized were within the following sectors: Nature environment/dimention sector – biodiversity; water resources and waste management; coastal protection and development; Economic environment sector – energy management and entrepreneurship development; agriculture, forestry, fishery management and tourism development as well as, transport and infrastructure; Social environment sector – inhabitant’s life quality; human resource adaptive capacity; Municipal governance and communication sector – governance system and process adaptation; environmental and climate change adaptation communication development (Ernsteins, 2010; 2012a). Municipality leaders strong commitment assigned further work to be done and municipality planners/specialists in partnership with main stakeholders, and within the project BaltCICA “Climate Change: Impact, costs and adaptation in the Baltic Sea Region” have been finalizing guidelines up to formal municipal planning document.

Nowadays Salacgrīva municipality could be recognized even as MCCG development model territory in Latvia since this is still the only municipality that has not only adopted the Green Municipality Declaration (2010) and implemented a range of alternative energy and other projects, but has also adopted this mentioned
Salacgrīva Municipality Climate Change Adaptation Strategy (2011), and has been successfully working on also on MCCG integrated planning approaches, while developing now newly mandatory in Latvia so called Sustainable development strategy (collaboration project with DEM during 2013/2014).

3. Sociological survey on flood risk with Salacgrīva town households

The particular flood risk situation assessment in the Salacgrīva municipality was carried out in each of the four pillars of sustainable development – i.e., natural environment, social environment and economic environment, and mandatory as described before, governance environment. Within the governance environment, both internal administrative and external stakeholders oriented communication is particularly essential, definitely including environmental and climate change communication. In both assessment processes – the risk governance environment and household risk understanding – collaboration communication model (Ernsteins, 2012b) was applied, which contains four key components – risk information and education, participation and risk friendly public behavior – and embraces all key actor groups being also interviewed – local inhabitants, municipal and state institutions, business sector as well as all main mediators as NGOs and the media, educators and experts.

In the interests of this MCCG project particular target audience were involved and questionnaires spread – households located in coastal sea and river areas in Salacgrīva town. Areas were chosen due to likelihood of the risk of flooding according to the Flood risk probability planning map taken from the project BaltCICA “Climate Change: Impact, costs and adaptation in the Baltic Sea Region” (2012). Number of households selected was 200, but in return we received back filled and accepted 130 questionnaires. Key issues studied – flood risk background and personal experiences, flood risk communication in general and understanding, as well as the local municipality management and communication performance in the case of flood risks. Main results received could be shortly characterized:

- Most of inhabitants do recognize climate change impacts in their surrounding territory and they do observe more / wider spring river flooding, heavy rain falls, storm surge and sea level raise, as well as last two have been considered by them as main risks to their household.
- Most of inhabitants have not seen/heard any information-activities on flood risks – 50 %, but 29 % at least have heard something related in the national TV and radio and only 21 % have ever recognized related info in local area, particularly in local media and as civil protection info, planning documents, seminars.
- Almost none of inhabitants have ever participated in any training/learning activities on flood risks, except 11 persons / households did participate, but as happened to be they do work at municipal or port administration and so knew of such quite various training options.
- Only 10 % of inhabitants surveyed have ever took part at any local public hearing/participation activity, even 32 % have heard of such possibility, but 58 % never heard of citizen participation options.

4. Nation-wide municipal planners web based survey in Latvia

Target audience chosen for web-based survey – planners/experts as employees of municipalities facing climate change issues as their office duties. Information / invitation email was sent to all municipalities in Latvia (not including 9 towns, altogether 110) and 47 respondents filled the questionaire. Key issues studied – recognition of the climate change existence, the driving forces and threats /potential positive effects, awareness of adaptation, the role of local municipalities in the context of climate change governance, use of climate change governance tools, efficiency and capacity constraints, communication and co-operation of municipality with the stakeholders. Main results acquired could be shortly characterized like this:

- Dominant majority respondents (96 %) are aware that climate change indeed takes place and significant majority (72 %) recognizes the anthropogenic influences on the development of climate change.
• Climate change is seen as a major threat in the fields like economics, agriculture, biodiversity and human health. Besides the half of the respondents consider that climate change has also positive impacts like longer growing period and the possibility of tourism development, but then there is a question on these possibilities in the long-term perspective and how they are understood by the respondents.

• About half of the respondents (53 %) are not familiar with climate change adaptation as climate change management practices. This is an important finding, and the question arises here: what do we generally know about the adaptation in Latvia? Respondent’s as a specialist awareness is significantly higher than the overall awareness of the local municipality.

• There is a discrepancy between respondents’ attitudes towards the role of municipalities in combating climate change and how the local municipality understands the need of MCCG and there is no consensus among respondents if the municipality should develop its own climate change governance document as there is the equal number of yes / no answers.

• For climate change impacts municipalities use infrastructure development and communication instruments. Other types of instruments are used relatively little, what could be understandable, because the infrastructure is supported by the public money, communication – if there is a good staff member, but other instruments are not really developed also at the national level. On the average, the most important limiting factors are the lack of financial resources and the motivation to use the instruments.

• Colaboration of local municipalities with different target groups is inactive. Only a small number of respondents rated it as successful. As limiting factors are mentioned the financial resources and the lack of interest/motivation to collaborate on the side of the relevant target groups. At the same time the importance of the target group information/education is seen by ~40 % of the respondents.

The discussion basically focuses on the content and sectors of municipality policies and measures to realize MCCG elements and it may be concluded, that already today Latvia municipalities do have enough instruments to start proactive governance / management as the integrative policy of municipality and there is no necessity to wait while the perfect set of related governance instruments will be established at national level. On the other hand, the data of empirical research reveals important critical points and very important one is none or non-effective communication between municipality and stakeholders. In general, it is important for municipality to understand the necessity for development of MCCG as the new challenge and new possibilities for municipality development, not to be seen as the burden.

5. Adapting to climate change: municipal policies and indicators

In order to complete municipal climate change governance cycle development in the framework of R&D project in Salacgrīva municipality and, subsequently, to be able to observe and monitor climate change adaptation strategies progress, the performance indicators system was developed (Table 1) that provides information to the public and decision makers about both the climate change and the related actions. The indicator system is developed in accordance with the selection methodology, based on the sustainable development governance indicator definition and indicator system development algorithm (Kauliņš, 2011).

For to be developed the whole Salacgrīva municipality development planning document package this set of indicators may be an element of supervision particularly on the climate change adaptation strategy, or to be included/integrated into the mandatory medium and long-term planning document development process and monitoring system itself. The latter approach may be more rational, since it is expected that a number of indicators will be shared between the climate change adaptation governance and general governance of the municipality, noting also that important place of environmental issues having in the current local governance approach of the Salacgrīva municipality.
### Table 1. Municipal adaptation to climate change indicators system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nature dimension</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Climate change adaptation programmes for:</strong></td>
<td>Bathing water quality, guided and mandatory value exceeding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>water management</td>
<td>Water treatment and supply and wastewater treatment energy capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>waste management</td>
<td>Share of general population/enterprises involved in waste management system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coastal management</td>
<td>Air temperature, rainfall, nebulosity and average wind speed in Ainaži</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of stormy days in Salacgrīva and Ainaži. Water level at the Salaca estuary³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of tree-cutting permissions for non-forest lands and their spatial distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>biodiversity management</td>
<td>Forest clearcut and reforestation, area and per cent from total forest area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Salmon Salmo salar: amount of smolts in the Salaca river</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic dimension</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate change adaptation policy action programme for:</td>
<td>Renewable energy share in the heat supply in Salacgrīva municipality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>energy and production management</td>
<td>Number and volume of implemented energy efficiency projects per year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>business and tourism management</td>
<td>Share of forest areas managed meeting FSC and PEFC standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Share of biologically and non-biologically managed agricultural land</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of tourist lodging sites with different types of ecological certificates in Salacgrīva district</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transport and infrastructure management</td>
<td>Salacgrīva district public transport operation, number of passengers per year, number and total length of local bus lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bicycle infrastructure development: length of built-up and marked bicycle roads, number of parkings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Buried supply network electrical cable length and share of them in overall length of supply network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social dimension</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate change adaptation policy action programme for:</td>
<td>Share of population living in areas at climatic risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social management</td>
<td>Number ant total duration of electricity supply interruptions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Households number and share, owning a second home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Insurance cases number and volume of natural disasters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governance and communication dimension</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate change adaptation policy action programme for:</td>
<td>Environment and climate change adaptation friendly action share in the population daily routine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>governance management</td>
<td>Population ecological footprint, overall for municipality and separately for local communities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication management</td>
<td>Number and frequency of publications about environment and climate change in local media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number and frequency of published opinions and information level about climate change</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The selection of indicators was hampered by the fact that the locally available range of sources of information and acquired data reliability is limited. But thematically system is sufficiently presentable as it reflects in a balanced way all identified action policy areas and its main role could be also as a prototype for both municipal and higher levels risk governance indicator system development and implementation. System of 24 indicators has been structured along the four sustainability environments or dimensions (Ernsteins, 2012a). They, in turn, comprise up to four action policies, each of which affects a certain area of adaptation and each of these policies are described by 2–3 indicators or, in some cases, parameters. According to the definition, the management indicator can only be the parameter that can be directly or indirectly affected by the same
level management decisions. Obviously, the parameters like climate parameters cannot be influenced by the local-level management decisions, but it is important to know them for the same decision-making needs.

For nine of these indicators the methodology for their calculation has been developed and, by testing them in practice, the calculation has been carried out. Indicators show that the risk of adaptation measures in the Salacgrīva municipality so far have been generally successful, until they were considerably affected by the 2008–2009 economic crisis.

Another very similar Latvian coastal municipality – Saulkrasti municipality has developed the risk communication strategy (Ernšteins, 2012). It tested several indicators that characterize risk communication and are associated both with the specific coastal risks and climate variability in general. Salacgrīva municipality sustainable development strategy for 25 years (from 2013 being the mandatory document at all levels of governance in Latvia) as the first municipality in Latvia do includes now also monitoring indicator system (Kauliņš, 2011; Ernsteins, 2012a). Also contains several risk and risk adaptation indicators, but in the overall context of the strategy currently to this topic is not given special attention.

6. Discussion and recommendations

Climate change in Latvian municipalities is now slowly identified/assessed not only as an environmental, but also as socio-economic problem that affects local communities and territory. Consequently, the management basis is equally and purposefully designed and developed for both - the climate change mitigation and adaptation measures, from planning to implementation stages at the local level.

Since climate change is not only environmental but also socio-economic problem, and, in order to achieve the motivation to develop sustainable governance of climate change, it is first necessary to achieve a complete and comprehensive understanding of the climate change threats in short and long term. Besides, to achieve the fullest and most comprehensive understanding, the responsible professionals of local municipalities should be provided with necessary information / education on both climate change mitigation and adaptation to climate change. Intermediate integration of sectors and levels is one of the basic conditions for sustainable management of climate change. Only the integration of climate change in local planning documents and elaboration, adoption and implementation of related decisions, can provide a comprehensive reflection of climate change management in the practice. Providing a clear targeting of planning documents, each target group and every governance level may be able to identify their role in managing climate change. Only in this way each player would be best informed of the best available climate change management intellectual, technological and methodological solutions, and the best available instrument combinations.

It is critically important to ensure the use of all MCCG instruments potential in the existing capacity of local municipalities, as well as continually look for opportunities to increase the capacity of local municipalities. MCCG instrumental section also shall consist of all main instrument groups – political / legislative, planning, economic / financial, administrative / institutional, infrastructure and communication – the most comprehensive climate change planning implementation into practice requires a multi-instrumental approach, assessing the unexploited opportunities of each instrument in the current capacity context and with a view to increase the capacity at the same time constantly looking for new opportunities.

The pro-active participation of all target groups involved in the climate change management is a key to the successful and mutually supportive/complementary collaboration in practice. Uninterested/unmotivated target group might have an allergic effects on the climate policy process – it can become a climate change management chain bottleneck and undermine the proper functioning of other parts of the chain, and, also that can lead to a sort of “domino effect” affecting other players and resulting into avoiding financial, legal and even moral obligations being as important part of MCCG system. That is why it is necessary to promote the target group interest on climate change rather than a burden of daily operations, but as a shared responsibility and at the same time an unprecedented collaboration opportunity in which the players can be involved in the mutually fruitful interplay and thus each make their own points, while also achieving the common goal of the team.
MCCG requires a systematic and co-ordinated approach. As the study showed, the climate change causes complex and multi-sectoral nature problems and their management requires a complex and multi-sectoral approach, too. This approach involves a large number of interrelated elements where a chaotic or incomplete use will lead municipalities to chaotic or incomplete results. That is why it is necessary to systematize and co-ordinate the governance process. Using the above analogy, the municipality would be in the team captains position, and each player on the field knows the game rules, roles and tasks.

Flood risk management in Latvian municipalities as the complementary part of MCCG can be successfully implemented and can be working also in the long term when adaptably and innovatively applying the basic governance conditions known (Ernsteins, 2013; 2012a). First of all, the flood risk assessment, planning and further management is based on the local areas (municipalities) sustainable development complementary four dimensions approach, taking into account both the natural, engineering and spatial environment and the social, cultural and economic environment, in their interaction with the local municipal governance and communication environment, creating the inter-dimensional foundations for the coastal areas and the society development resilience. Secondly, the flood risk (pro-active) management is to be integrated in to the local environmental management and development management process, by complementary application of all instruments of governance – institutional, planning, legal and administrative, economic, infrastructure and communication, thus ensuring the municipalities readiness to flood danger as well as flood events and flood abatement of flood consequences. And finally, the local support system, collaborative communication to all involved stakeholder groups, public authorities and scientists/experts, population, entrepreneurs and media tors (trainers, NGOs, mass media) is to be established to provide information and education, and ensure the involvement and adequate action of all parties in the flood risk management process.

Conclusions

Municipal climate change (mitigation and adaptation) governance (MCCG) development in Latvian municipalities is limited by: lack of information and awareness both about the threats caused by the climate change as well as adaptation to them; insufficient/missing integration of climate change issues into both decision-making and local planning documents; underestimated role of municipality administration as a proactive stakeholder both at local and also national levels as well as the unsuccessful co-operation with related target groups; not employed whole potential of existing whole range of climate change management tools and, of course, lack of financial resources.

Most of Salacgriva coastal municipality (and this is MCCG leading municipality) households / inhabitants living in the floods endangered areas and surveyed now do know of climate change induced more flood risks (FR), but even 81 % agreed that FR preparations are necessary, in the same time, heavy majority of households are not knowing and/or actively involved/doing any preparation steps – 2/3 never heard any local info on FR , not a single person (except those happened to be municipal employees) took part at any training on FR, as well as 90 % neither heard nor have interest to be involved in any participatory steps related to FR. There is diverse and wide list of separately developed but complementary communication instruments around in Latvia or even already available at particular municipality in order to successfully approach households towards necessary preparedness for FR already / eventually affecting local area.

The MCCG cross-level (vertical) and cross-sectorial (horizontal) integration is to be implemented in both the planning documents and in the process of preparing, making and carrying out decisions. The use of all types of MCCG instruments is to be effectively applied in comprehensive development of all climate policy dimensions applying multi-instrumental approach – political and planning, legal, economic and financial, institutional, infrastructure and communication instruments to be used necessary complementary. A pro-active communication and collaboration between the stakeholder groups involved in the MCCG process is to be taking place to ensure that a particular sector/level/group does not become a weak link in the chain of MCCG (Ernsteins, 2013).
MCCG do require vertically and horizontally coordinated system, including collaboration communication principle to be implemented by all eventual stakeholders from national to household levels and, particularly, changing project type thinking-working towards comprehensive planning / programming development / support and pro-active communicated use of the whole range of instruments to be applied.
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